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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, BRASIL, TRANSMITTED
BY THE VIRGIN MARY TO SISTER LUCÍA

Dear children,

Contemplate today in your hearts the inner preparation for the birth of My Son Jesus, the Child
Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, who is finalizing His glorious gestation in the heart of each one of you.

My little ones, this birth day of Jesus should not be only a symbol for your hearts, but must become
something alive and true, that is born year to year in all creatures of Earth.  This miracle of the birth
of Jesus that God gave to My Virginal Heart when My feet were placed upon Nazareth, is granted
today to each one of My children so that Christ may be born and grow inside all you.  Thus it is,
because the miracle of Christification must repeat itself in all humanity.

To My dear and courageous children, I invite you to live this mystery of Christification through
absolute Faith in the Creator and in His Messages.  The little Jesus grew by the instruction of the
Holy Spirit, the same that is available to all in this day, and under the external and internal guidance
of My Heart of Mother, that prepared He who would one day become My Master and Lord, which
our Hearts one day will encounter again in the Infinite.  And in the same way as I prepared the little
Jesus to live His trajectory on the Earth with consequences beyond the Earth, today I dispose
Myself as Mother of all, to prepare you for the Cross that you will carry in the end of this time.

Dears, the great and true Cross that alleviates the pain of the World was carried by the Heart of My
Son Jesus that until today offered His Heart, still flagellated, to alleviate the pain of the World. 

And what God proposes to His creatures is that they be united and that between all, through prayer
and sacrifice, carry the last cross of this World.  God waits, My little ones, that you all together may
climb the path of the Calvary, this that the Heart of Christ did in profound solitude.  My eyes of a
Merciful Mother and My Heart of Eternal Kindness will accompany all of you.  And I tell you that,
united, sharing in fraternity the weight that burdens the world, no one will suffer beyond what they
can offer.

My Immaculate Heart aspires with fervor to aid My little ones in this time, but for this it is
necessary that You permit me to do this, that you say yes for the coming birth of Jesus in your
hearts, this Christ that will grow in this new cycle that will come, and that it will learn to Love God,
over all things, in your hearts.  This Christ will predicate with Faith and Good Blessings the Lord
and will not fear even the suffering, strengthening the heart by means of sacrifice because you know
and you will not have any doubts about the times of peace that are waiting for you, and you will
fight until the last day on this Earth so that your heart and the heart of your sisters and brothers will
cross together this threshold of the New Time.

This is what will live Christ in the inner of each one, this is what I came to gestate day by day in
your hearts, and that I will search to educate while you grow, and that which will accompany Me
when it will be mature.
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I thank you for hearing My invitation of Peace and of Renovation so that the inner Christ will be
born in each one in this Christmas that is coming.

I leave you with My Peace.

Mary, Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity.


